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My name is Cathy Harris and I am a Love and Relationship Coach and author of the
relationship book “Love After 50: Love Questions from DearCathy.com After Hours”
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01GDIAQHY/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i9. The
book should be read starting in your 20s, not just 50s, because it will tell you how to save
your libido and have a healthy sex life as you find your Mr. or Mrs. Right.
Many people in Atlanta, where I lived for 20 years, refer to Atlanta as #LittleHollywood, so
like Hollywood, the transgender agenda is out front there. And that is another reason I
wanted to be able to tell the difference myself between a man or woman and I also wanted
to be able to teach others -- especially men.
Who better to educate the public on the different anatomy of men and women better than a
love and relationship coach? I know first-hand that men are very visible when he comes to
the opposite sex. They see a pretty woman with a pretty face, a pretty smile, nice breasts
and beautiful body and they are ready to dive right in.
I witnessed this for over 25 years, when I worked with mostly men in the workplace. My
nickname was the “Black Dr. Ruth.” However, today before diving in, you need to be more
selective with your choices that can bring you not just a heartache later on, but also a big
headache.
Just because a woman has a pretty face, a pretty smile, nice looking breasts and a nice
looking body, wait before jumping in with both feet. The problem is some women who are
transgendered (born a male) won’t even bother to tell men today who they really are, and
this could cause some major and even dangerous problems if not at that moment -- later on.
Probably in the next 20 to 30 years men marrying transgendered woman, who was born a
man, will probably be the norm, however, this article is for all the men who still want to know
the difference.
Many men will end up marrying transgendered women and will wonder why they can’t
conceive and for many others they will be falling in love with a transgendered woman and
just leaving it at that. The heart wants what the heart wants.
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What To Look at FIRST In A Woman (Face, Neck, Throat)
The first thing a man will notice about a woman is her face.
How Big is Her Head? Men have bigger skulls with square jaws and square chins. Their
chins, mouths, ears and the space between their eyes are larger than women. Women have
smaller skulls with oval faces and pointed chins.
Does She Have a Slanted Back Forehead? These are men features. Women’s foreheads
go straight up and down.
Does She Have a Big Neck With an Adam’s Apple? Try to check to see if she has a big
neck with an Adam’s Apple. Women have skinny necks and they do have an Adam’s Apple,
but it is up further in their necks and OUT OF SIGHT.
If they have a big neck with an Adam’s Apple that go up and down when they talk, these are
#MenFeatures. If they have on a turtleneck blouse or some type of jewelry or scarf around
the neck, then you will have to look for other features to tell if they are a man or woman.
What To Look At SECOND In A Woman (Arms, Wrists, Hands, Feet, Legs)
Do They Have Long Arms? Go down to their wrists, hands and feet. Do they have long
arms? A man’s arms will go below his crotch area, but a woman arms will stop at the crotch
area so looking at the length of the arms might be key to figuring out if the opposite sex is a
man or woman.
Most women won’t have big wrists, hands or feet so before approaching a woman do a once
over and look at these traits especially the size of her wrists, hands and feet. Look at their
legs while you are doing this also. Men might have bonier knees than most women.
Are Their Index and Ring Finger The Same Size? A woman’s index and ring finger is the
same length (usually…maybe not always). On men the ring finger tends to be longer than
the index finger so looking at their hands up-front might be key to you knowing the difference
in a man or woman.
What To Look for THIRD in a Woman (Back, Shoulders, Arms, Collar Bones, Navels)
It all depends on what season of the year it is for you to really be able to tell if a woman is
who she say she is. If it is fall or winter and she has on a lot of clothing, it will be harder for
you to see her features up-front.
Is Her Back Flat? If you can look at their backs check it out because men backs go straight
down and after a woman’s shoulder’s blades, her back will start to curve in because of childbearing.
Are Her Shoulder’s Wider Than Her Hips? Before even approaching a woman look to see
if her shoulders are wider than her hips. If the shoulders are wider than the hips these are
#MenFeatures. Women’ hips with her curves are larger than the length of their shoulders.
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Does She Have Broad Straight Across Shoulders With Muscular Upper Arms and
Collar Bones that Sticks Out or Go Straight Across? Look at their shoulders, upper arms
and collar bones. Are their shoulders broad and straight across with muscular upper arms
and collar bones that sticks out or go all the way straight across? These are all
#MenFeatures. Women shoulders slop downward and their collar bones aren’t as prominent
as men.
Is Her Navel Below or Above Her Hips? If you are doing an activity or if it is Spring or
Summertime and they have very little clothing on, check to see if their navel go below their
hips. Men navels go above the hips and women navels go below the hips.
Remember women do not have a six pack. These are only in men. Men have an Adonis belt
that pops out on both sides that goes down into a V, but women don’t have this. This is
ONLY IN MEN.
If Her Voice is Too Heavy
Environmental and Food Allergies along with Thyroid issues are just three of the issues that
can cause women to have heavier voices today. Over 80% of women do have thyroid issues
or #Hypothryoidism (https://cathyharrisinternational.com/product/what-you-need-to-knowabout-hypothyroidism-pdf-20-pages/). However, surely men will know when a woman’s
voice is too heavy.
Check Out Her Friends Also
If you meet her out at a gathering, also check out the other women that she is hanging out
with to see if they too have any of the traits of men.
These are all quick ways to tell if the opposite sex is who they say they are. I don’t envy men
for having to make these dating decisions today, but it is what it is and we need to embrace
the joy and happiness that this life has to offer.
The below list of the anatomy of men and women will also be posted on my dating website
at www.BlackMatchmakerClub.com. Hopefully, it will help you figure out the rest of what you
need to determine if a person is a man or women.
It is best to learn the entire list of traits of men and women so when you encounter someone
that you might have a connection with, you are already educated on the anatomy of men
and women and already giving them the once over.
Cathy Harris is an Empowerment and Motivational Speaker, and Love and Relationship
Coach and the author of 26 non-fiction books including 6 health books, 2 business books
and the love and relationship book entitled “Love After 50: Love Questions From DearCathy.com
After Hours” (https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01GDIAQHY/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i9)-- at
her Empowerment Company -- “Angels Press” (www.AngelsPress.com). She is available
for virtual Seminars and Workshops at www.CathyHarrisInternational.com.
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